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kargil movie is a 2003 indian hindi-language war film directed by pankaj kapoor and starring shahid kapoor, shah
rukh khan, amrita singh and sanjay dutt. the film is inspired by the real-life battle of kargil in india during the

1999 kargil war and stars shah rukh khan in his last hindi film before his retirement from acting. kargil was one
of the many backdrops in the film, where the life of soldiers in india is depicted through fictional characters. ajay

devgn and bobby deol have code names, mike alpha and tango charlie, respectively. the plot is about bodo
insurgency in the north-east, maoists in telangana, gujarat riots and kargil war, where the lead actors are placed
in different times. this 2003 ashwini chaudhary movie, based on the battle of tiger hill (a battle fought between
the indian and pakistani army around the tiger hill during the kargil war), is a poignant and humane look at the
aftereffects of war. inspired by the life of captain anuj nayyar who was martyred in the war, the film looked at

the toll war takes on families of soldiers.sanjay suri played martyred captain rohit kapoor who is killed during the
kargil conflict. how his partner gul panag, and his parents om puri and revathi, come to terms with such a

massive, irrevocable loss forms the crux of the story. what makes dhoop different is that it is not only a war
movie in the traditional sense of the genre, but it also seeks to highlight the governments corruption, who, while

promising to honour the soldiers memories, also ends up making a mockery of his sacrifice with their actions.
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